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Abstmcte*‘°“"*‘i‘%‘°”‘‘—_——“’i?‘—;‘l

"Between the Ocean and the Bay" is about a design process enabling thedesigner to see and know through three different graphic methods. Thethesis concentrates both on the design of a specific structure, and on theability to develop a design through two and three dimensional graphicmanipulations. The three design methods are sketching, three _
··dimemodeling, and computer drawing. All three have theirunique qualities and all are effective.
.TSketching method evolved through observing, seeing and drawing Y,/f2.archite turein westem Europe. The intimate visual process fbrinulated Qll/ QQ Q {//·‘/agreater sense and coinprehension ofarchitecture. The on site drawing Q Q' ‘ ~l„;Q\_ Xiexperience initiated this particular design expression. Furthermore the “~· .;fragments of architecture recorded in these visual sketches became a —” ’/

{ _ilvocabulafor all future designs.
There are two kinds of three dimensional models. The first is fordisplaying a building or a project as an object in three dirnensions. Thesecond IS 21 Sketch, which ts a tragment ofa whole building or an idea.Fragmentary modeling provides a simple method of combining threedimensional elements enabling one to scrutinize them as they becomeQäpofa whole composition. This method ofmodeling allows theQ.obsto see the spatial relationships between each element and theform as a whole. Modeling is a tactile experience. 'This physicalinvolvement brings to the design a tangible relationship that develops{jlscand proportion. Fragment modeling was used in the development

Q\—~§Ä fthe house between the ocean and the bay. {_QComputedrawing produces two dimensional drafted plans or wireEframemodels that are viewed from inünite angles and then reproduced.\~._Compdratting lacks immediate tactile involvement of the other two i°
lmethof design discussed here. The results can appear to be flat and\\ndynamic. However, the computer provides diseipline; by forcingC§I_,-{;Qoneto make decisions on a design, it organizes abstract visual thoughts. {2.323 fk · ,There was a point in the desigming of the house when tuming to the ’// \_X lXNXcomputto explore order was essential. ik \‘—The house between the ocean and the bay developed by employing thethree different yet complementary design tools. Sketching was theXstrongesttool to explore a design problem through quick immediateproduction. Modeling forced the realization in space of the strengthsand weaknesses of a design. The computer drawings in this projecthelped control the final shape of the house simply by forcing decisions\“‘i§;\andcreating order. Each of these methods is productive by itself andtogether as they meld and feed on each other to create the product.
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Sketching

Sketching resulted from observing first and then seeing. Observing
involves experiencing the entire atmosphere and mood of a site. Seeing
is the thought process that expands and develops the observations in the
mind so that they can be expressed. It is the vocabulary of an architect.

When I am sketching a town in Italy l start with a very small part of
the town for my drawing. I may develop the texture of a comer so that
the rest of the drawing is true to the character of that comer. In this way
I try to express not what was there but what could be there, consistent
with its nature. The essence ofa place may be for example, captured in
a ruined staircase that has water cascading down a marble trough. From
that detail the impression ofentire buildings can spring forth. The
ruined stair becomes the link between what was or is, and the
possibilities of what could be. The drawing is not so much a replica of a
place but the product of the imagination stimulated by elements of the
site. In the same way the ruined staircase or the edge ofa buildingdevelops into a drawing, so can the ideas from these elements become
new buildings. This process is the heart of the design, an allusion to, the
essential forms or elements throughout the drawings that mesh together
to create whole buildings. The whole building is not a repetition ofthe
ruined staircase or the edge of a town; it is a development and projection
of many elements.

Sometimes while walking through a landscape the trees appear to be a
green mass against the sky other times the individual leaves edge the

Ö L,Ä?'IskBoth ways of seeing the trees are legitimate, just different layers of W « W' _ {_
Ithsame landscape. Like the layers in a landscape there are layers of
‘'''idein a drawing. One idea becomes dominate and expands across the
page while the other ideas must complement and highlight it. In the
Insketch, a previously muted thought gains momentum and becomes
2tdominate theme. Thus with separate sketches of the same building
·’ttheme of the individual sketch changes according to the nature of the
ideas derived from the elements. For instance, one sketch may show
'thestairs as the main element to express a sense of grace. Another ;i~ I II}sketcmay show a foundation to express a sense of strength. The whole \L { __\ I { · IIhouse will reflect all the elements. -“ F *··I’”
(Attimes the theme of a drawing becomes the starting point for {I___-„I—somethingother than its original purpose as a drawing. The drawing J er er If; E f“‘=III

then becomes a foundation for ideas about architecture. The following
drawings are examples of small parts of European tovms and buildings
Ithdeveloped and expanded from first observing the site and then
seeing it through the mind to the hand. The final drawing is imaginary
and inspired by observing many mins and sites. lt became a stimulus
for the house between the ocean and the bay.
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A Town in Switzerland
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An analysis of Luigi Snozzi's Casa Heschl „ Ticino Switzerland
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An analysis of Gaudi's Expiatory Church ofthe Sagrada
Familia, Barcelona Spain
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An imaginary landscape
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The House

l wanted the house to contain certain historical elements translated from
coastal building types, narnely a sea wall, a tower, and a widow's walk.
The house started with these three ideas about structures along a
shoreline. The first of these structures is the sea wall. The sea wall that
once was thought to retain the force ofthe ocean now rcpresents a visual
barrier protecting the structures behind the wall. The sea wall
developed into the spine ofthe house. The second element is the tower.
The solitary tower so important to navigation now becomes the
exclamation point for my structure. This place is as isolated and private
as a tower but is no longer in lighthouse form. The widow's walk, the
third and final element is an idea about how people live along the sea. lt
exemplifies a world existing between the house and the exterior
elements thereby it ties the two together. lt is very much a part ofthe
life along the ocean. The widows walk idea defines the nature ofthe
house between the ocean and the bay.
The site for the house is a peninsula between the ocean and the bay in

Florida. On the ocean side ofthe house there rs the long sweeping stair
that orders the house and gradually dwindles into the reading room
tower. This terrninus connects the widows walk and the house. The
widow's walk runs the length of the house, along the walls to the upper
terrace. The walls on the ocean side are thick and gigantic in scale for
they are the spine ofthe house, and the walls on the bay side are more
flexible as they are the transparent side of the house. The idea is to offer
a strong outer shell towards the aggressive ocean side, while opening up
the house to the secure bay side. The house is a string of rnonoliths
between two patches of blue water. The drawing, on the facing page,
emphasizes the peninsula quality of the site. Because the sea wall
fragments the horizon, you can only see through the structure at certain
points. Only at these points does the plan allow total transpareney.
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wie sea wan
The beginning of the shape of the wall comes from modeling. lt is the

form of a stair that inter locks with a vertical plane, and creates a wall.
This wall like a sea wall, is a barrier between the ocean and the delicate
shell of the house. The stair retlects the ebbing sands along the shore.
The rhythm of the wall rellects the rise and lall of the waves. lt’s the
gsto the house. The wall and the stair modulate all the spaces.
Ä;original stair form developed as a solid from a plaster model

sketch or a fragment. The plaster models were to study the parts in
xQÜconjunctionwith each other. The goal was to have forms that combined

_.weach other. Eventually the solution lay in extending the stairwall'smain
stair to fonn the floor of the rooms so that all the walls connected
Tthe main stair and the spaces between became the rooms. This was aÄ-grewof the spine not a carving out of spaces to make the rooms. The ÄQQ°Qj’Q_;_QÜ;‘Q'Tcomputerdrawings retl ned the patterns ofthewalls.1VThe

model gave birth to the form of the house. The model went T T T TT
though many developments, always retuming however, to the initial stair
Twconcept. That concept was ofa ruined stair along the ocean,
Tleadto a point on the horizon. There are two interlocking elements,
afloorand a wall that together become the stair wall. The stair wall is the
backbone of the first form ofthe house and of all the generations of the
house that came after. The computer drawings retined the pattems
ofthewalls and delineated an accurate scale tor further model
explorations.
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The Tower Room
Towers are very tall spires in form mostly due to their function ofwaming sailors. I studied the form of a lighthouse through sketchesandreadinghistory. The form did not relate to the forms on the sea wall.Ihadto analyze the program of a tower and what the stair needed as a

terminus point. The latter became a lireplace and the fomier became aroom encased in a thick wall carved out of a stair. I tested this throughmodeling and sketching. The tower became a more symbolic elementnot a spire at the end of a walk but a place for contemplation, a library.5-9Theindividuality of the room creates the expectation of a solitary .l;.Jt9’tower room and the center of the house by being its' end. L. ’r’





7716 Widow's Walk

AAa sense the entire house is a widow's walk, using the house
as an endless loop of stairs and promenades. Specitically the
roof between the main r0om's roof and the stair wall is a proper
widow's walk. Widow's walks were most usually a platform
surrounded by a balustrade on the central roof The remaining
‘rohas its own identity to distinguish it from the ruin like
components that made up the widow's walk. All three design
techniques were used in exploring the widow's walk since it is
·‘.connectedto the plan. The sketches and the model explored lAvariouroofshapes such as flat, triangular and curved.
Thecomputergenerating the plan was instrumental in pulling the
iwidwalk and the sea wall together. Once the plan was
recorded into the computer various views down thewidow'swalk

could be generated.
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Conclzazsion

ln these images and on the pages before are examples of sketches,
.models and computer drawmgs of the house between the ocean and the

bay. lt is hard to distmguish which method gave the most direction to
the house’s completed form. Certainly the sketch is the most direct and
probably the most dynamic technique. lt however did not always show
the entire form and for that the model and the computer drawmgs were

l A d *11 ll h ‘t l °l bl t bl th 'C earer. esigner uses a t e 00 S avat a e 0 ena e ejump
between obserying the design and trulv seeing the design with its. . . . . . . ‘ .limitations and possibilities. The great advantage thev all have in
common is allowmg the designer the ability not only to obserye but to
see.
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